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uardian Industries Corp., based in
Auburn Hills, Michigan, United States,
is a leading worldwide manufacturer

of float glass and fabricated glass products for
the commercial and residential construction
industries, and the world’s largest producer of
mirrors and coated glass. Guardian Automotive
provides complete exterior systems to the glob-
al automotive industry and is a Tier 1, top-100
global automotive supplier. Guardian’s Build-
ing Products Group includes one of the largest
manufacturers of fibreglass in the world and occu-
pies a significant position in the building mate-
rials distribution business. 

Guardian, its subsidiaries and affiliates,
employ 19,000 people and operate facilities
throughout North America, Europe, South
America, Asia, Africa and the Middle East.

HISTORY 
Guardian Industries began as the Guardian

Glass Company in 1932, making windshields
for the automotive industry. In 1970, the com-
pany opened its first glass plant in Carleton,
Michigan, and began manufacturing float glass,
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90 a product achieved by float-
ing molten glass on a bath
of liquid tin. At the time,
Guardian was the first com-
pany to enter the US pri-
mary glass industry in
almost 50 years. Since
then, the company has
added 23 new float lines
around the world and has
built or acquired more than
21 glass fabrication plants.

Diversification also took
place at the same time as
this expansion. Beginning
with the first in 1980,
Guardian went on to open
several fibreglass insula-
tion plants. Then, in 1998,
the company acquired
Builder Marts of America
and in 2000, purchased
Cameron Ashley Build-
ing Products (now
Guardian Building Prod-
ucts Distribution), moves
that gave Guardian a strong
and growing presence in
the building materials dis-
tribution business through-
out North America.

INTERVIEW WITH RENÉ FIORESE
SALES MANAGER GUARDIAN EUROPE

Has your company diversified
its production or launched new
products in the past year?
Yes, and one of the main
innovations was the launch of
Guardian’s extra-clear glass called
UltraWhite. A further product
launch regarded DiamondGuard
scratch resistant glass.
Has your company invested in
new machinery or other
technology in the past year. If yes,
for which productions?
As far as new machinery and
technology are concerned,
Guardian’s investments have
mainly regarded the production 
of coated glass. (metallic and
chemical coating)

Has your company opened new
office branches or production
facilities at home or overseas in
the past year? 
Yes, Indeed.
We opened a new office branch 
in Moscow-Russia. 
The construction of Guardian’s
24th float glass plant in Mexico
was started.
Started Guardian’s newest float
glass plant in Goole - United
Kingdom end of 2003.
Launched a complete new state of
the art magnetron coating facility
in Czestochowa-Poland.
Made a Joint Venture with Egyptian
Glass Company in Cairo - Egypt
and finally started the world’s
largest coater of glass products in
Bascharage, Luxembourg.
Is your company planning 
to diversify its production 
or launch new products in

2004/2005? 
Yes. New products,

processes, and
diversification are 
definitely in the pipeline,
and will mainly regard
coated glass.
Is your company planning

to invest in new machinery
or other technology in the

foreseeable future. If yes, for
which productions? 

New machinery and technology 
are part of Guardian’s investments
in the near future, but,
unfortunately, I cannot release
information at this stage.
Does your company expect to
open new office branches or
production facilities at home or
overseas in 2004/2005? 
Guardian is always interested in
fruitful expansion and this,
obviously, will be a possibility in
these years as well.
Are there any other innovations
you can anticipate?
Not at this stage, as we are 
actually working on a huge
investment realized over the last
two and a half years.
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1932 Guardian Glass Company begins as a small windshield.
fabricator inDetroit, Michigan, United States

GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES - TIMELINE

1930s

1955 Photo division established

1957 William Davidson named President. Guardian files for
bankruptcy protection under Chapter X

1950s

1960 Guardian comes out of bankruptcy - all creditors paid in full

1968 The company name is changed to Guardian Industries Corp.
Guardian goes public with first trade at USD 17 a share. ABC
Photo merges with Guardian

1969 Guardian stock begins to trade on American Stock Exchange
Permaglass plants purchased in Millbury, Ohio. Fort
Lauderdale, Florida. Torrance, California. Toronto, Canada

1960s

1970 Guardian’s first float line begins operation in Carleton,
Michigan

1971 Guardian headquarters moves to Novi, Michigan

1972 Guardian stock reaches USD 135 a share. Guardian Auto
Glass created with purchase o Glass for Cars, Inc. and
Beachland Glass Co.

1973 Guardian stock begins trading on New York Stock Exchange
Second float line in Carleton, Michigan begins operation

1974 Glass Guard Industries purchased in Webster,
Massachusetts. Upper Sandusky, Ohio, automotive glass
fabrication plant begins operation. Annual sales reach USD
100 million. Howards Photo Laboratories purchased

1977 Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada tempering plant begins
operation. Annual sales reach USD 200 million. K Photo
Service in Allentown, Pennsylvania, is purchased

1978 Kingburg, California, float line begins operation. 
Mineral wool manufacturing operation begins in Huntington,
Indiana

1980 Novi, Michigan, photo plant and corporate offices’ expansion
completed. Corsicana, Texas, float line begins operation.
Fibreglass insulation manufacturing begins in Albion, 
Michigan. Annual revenues reach USD 300 million. 
New Slippery Rock, Michigan, photo processing 
plant begins operation

1981 Guardian expands Upper Sandusky Ohio, automotive glass
plant. Detroit windshield fabrication plant closes. Guardian
begins operation in Bascharage, Luxembourg

1982 Guardian celebrates 50th anniversary. Double Seal Glass
Company purchased with plants in Flint, Michigan. and
Rogers, Arkansas. Guardian purchases AIRCO coating plant
in Carleton, Michigan

1983 Fullerton, California, rolled glass plant purchased. 
Guardian acquired 55 per cent interest in Floreffe,
Pennsylvania, float glass plant. Guardian transportation
organized. Guardian introduces low-E glass. 
Guardian acquires C & T Glass Company in 
Walled Lake, Michigan

1970s

1980s

(continued on page 92)

In the 90s, Guardian also expanded its auto-
motive capabilities. With the acquisition of
Automotive Moulding Company of Warren,
Michigan, and Lab. Radio, in Valencia, Spain,
both automotive trim manufacturers, Guardian
became the first and only company to manu-
facturer and fabricate both glass and trim pro-
ducts for the automotive industry. 

INNOVATIONS
Ultra White™
Responding to market demand for increased

clarity and colour neutrality in glass, Guardian
scientists reduced the iron content and added key
ingredients to its clear float glass to create the
company’s newest product offering, introduced
to the market in October 2003. UltraWhite is a
clear, high transmission glass product, available
in 2- to 12-millimetre thickness, that can be used
virtually anywhere regular float glass is used.

UltraWhite can be used for a variety of com-
mercial and residential architectural applications,
both interior and exterior, as well as original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) applications.
Examples include:
• appliances;
• picture frames;
• atriums;
• skylights;
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• curtain walls;
• spandrel glass;
• display cases;
• storefronts; and
• doors and entranceways.

The most recent success was the contract for
the reglazing of the # 7 World Trade Center in
Manhattan, in New York City.

DiamondGuard™
Guardian’s new technology, presented in

November 2003, named DiamondGuard because
of its diamond-like hardness, will result in a

1980s

(Table continued on page 93)

1984 Guardian acquires 48 per cent interest in Villosa 
sheet glass plant in Llodio, Spain. Guardian purchases
remaining interest in Floreffe, Pennsylvania plant. 
President Davidson announces plans to buy back all
outstanding shares

1985 Guardian acquires remaining 52 per cent interest 
in Llodio, Spain, plant, converts to float line. 
Guardian goes private after 17 years as a public company.
Auburn, Indiana, automotive fabrication plant begins
operation. Buchmin Industries is purchased 
in Reedley, California. Guardian Photo celebrates 
30th anniversary. 
HealthGuard programme introduced

1986 Mineral Wells, Mississippi, fibreglass plant 
begins operation. Guardian College Scholarship 
Program started

1988 Guardian acquires Windsor Plastics plants in 
Evansville, Indiana, and Grand Prarie, Texas. Richburg,
South Carolina, float glass plant begins 
operation. Guardian launches float glass plant in 
Dudelange, Luxembourg

1990s

1990 Carleton, Michigan plant celebrates 20th anniversary.
Vimosa float glass plant begins operation in Maturin,
Venezuela. Guardian acquires half interest in Industries
Cover, Inc. in Quebec

1991 Oroshaza, Hungary float glass plant begins 
operation. Guardian purchases Trenline Laramee 
in Rexdale, Ontario. Guardian acquires Falconer Glass
Industries plants in Jamestown, New York. and Lewistown,
Pennsylvania. Guardian purchases Walker-Atlantic Glass in
Toronto, Ontario. Ligonier, Indiana automotive fabrication
plant begins operation. Guardian Photo Division 
is sold to Qualex

1992 Guardian acquires major interest in OIS Optical Imaging
Systems, Inc.. Guardian acquires Consolidated Glass &
Mirror Company in Galax, Virginia. Reedley, California,
employees vote union out. Float glass plant begins operation
in Saraburi, Thailand

1993 Gujarat, India float glass plant begins operation.
Grevenmacher automotive fabrication plant begins 
operation in Luxembourg. Tudela, Spain float glass plant
begins operation. Guardian establishes subsidiary Guardian
Japan Ltd. to distribute products in Japan

1994 Graham Fiberglass plant acquired in Erin, Ontario. Guardian
Brazil established in Sǎo Paulo, Brazil, to distribute products
in the region

1995 Corporate headquarters moves to new facility in 
Auburn Hills, Michigan. Gujarat, India begins operation 
of mirror line. Nongkhae, Thailand begins operation of
mirror line

1996 Guardian acquires 70 per cent interest in 
Automotive Moulding. Company in Warren, Michigan, 
with three automotive trim plants in Georgia. 
DeWitt, Iowa, float glass plant begins operation. 
Al-Jubail, Saudia Arabia, float glass plant begins 
operation. Thalheim, Germany float glass plant 
begins operation

1997 Thalheim, Germany, begins operation of a new float 
line.  Rayong, Thailand, float glass plant begins 
operation. Distribution centres established in Argentina 
and South Africa
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world-class family of consumer products
that offer advantages never before seen in
the glass industry. The first is Diamond-
Guard scratch resistant glass (SRG).

DiamondGuard SRG is a perfect solu-
tion for furniture and display cases, stair-
ways and scanners, as well as mass tran-
sit windows and institutional interior
glass. DiamondGuard’s scratch resist-
ance, combined with other attributes such
as low maintenance and easy-to-clean
surfaces, and water management prop-
erties, positions DiamondGuard as a
ground-breaking, value added solution
for many of Guardian’s customers.

But, the advent of DiamondGuard tech-
nology has launched more than a new
product. This technology has created an
accelerated innovation cycle and a core plat-
form that will benefit Guardian customers
for years to come.

DiamondGuard derives its application flex-
ibility and strength from multiple layers of
microscopic dense films with a molecular
structure similar to a diamond, that Guardian
applies using a chemical vapour deposition
process and high-energy ion beams. The ion
beams infuse diamond-like carbon (DLC)
into the glass, which gives DiamondGuard
its extremely durable, hard surface and opti-
cal clarity.

EXPANSION
World’s largest glass coater - Luxembourg
Guardian Industries is ramping up its high tech

coating capabilities with the launch in Bascharage,
Luxembourg, of the world’s largest coater of glass
products. The new state-of-the-art coating facil-
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1990s

1998 Operation begins at automotive trim plant in Morehead,
Kentucky. Guardian acquires Lab Radio, an automotive trim
manufacturer in Valencia, Spain. Richburg, South Carolina,
plant begins operation of a new pattern line. DeWitt, Iowa
and Lewistown, Pennsylvania facilities begin operation of
mirror lines. Guardian Fibreglass acquires Builder Marts of
America (BMA), a building materials buying group. Pattern
line installed in Al-Jubail Saudi Arabia plant

1999 BMA purchases controlling interest in ACE Hardware’s LBM
buying group. Guardian purchases partner’s interest in
Rayong, Thailand operations. Thalheim, Germany, begins
operation of a new jumbo laminating line

2000 - 2001 - 2002 - 2003

2000 Guardian Fiberglass acquires Cameron Ashley Building
Products. Distribution centres open in Mexico City and
Columbia. Kingman, Arizona fibreglass plant opens. Science
& Technology Center opens in Carleton, Michigan. Porto
Real, Brazil begins operation of a new mirror line. Corsicana,
Texas begins operation of a new coating line. Tudela, Spain
begins operation of a new jumbo laminating line. Guardian
purchases TruServ’s LBM division

2001 Construction begins for Guardian’s new coating facility near
Bascharage,Luxembourg. New Al-Jubail Saudi Arabia mirror
line begins operation. New India mirror line begins
operation. Guardian lays cornerstone for a new float plant in
Czestochowa, Poland. Guardian celebrates 20 years in
Europe

2002 Guardian announces the construction of a new float in Goole,
East Riding of Yorkshire, England. Guardian’s new float plant
in Czestochowa, Poland begins operation

2003 Guardian’s new float plant in Goole, England, begins
operations. Start of the world’s largest coater of glass in
Bascharage, Luxembourg Partnership with Egyptian Glass
Company in Cairo - Egypt. Launched a complete new state of
the art magnetron coating facility in Czestochowa-Poland

Another view 
of the Main Tower,
Frankfurt/Main,
Germany



94 ity, Guardian Luxcoating
S.A., was inaugurated during
a ceremony in June 2003,
at the presence of His Roy-
al Highness the Grand Duke
of Luxembourg, Guardian
Industries President and
CEO William Davidson,
Luxembourg Minister of the
Economy Henri Grethen and
many other officials and key
customers. James Moore,
Managing Director of
Guardian Europe, along with
Georges Bourscheid, Man-
aging Director of Guardian’s
Bascharage facilities also
attended the launch. 

The 269,000 square foot
facility occupies 21 acres
next to Guardian’s first Euro-
pean float glass plant, which
will supply high quality flat
glass to the new sputter
coater. Guardian Luxcoat-
ing will produce the 
following  solar manage-
ment products: 
• Sun-Guard, Guardian’s

premier line of reflective
and non-reflective coated
commercial products,

• Low-E coated glass for residential applica-
tions, and

• IRR (infrared reflective) coated glass, used
extensively by European auto manufacturers.
Guardian Industries invested more than USD

100 million in Luxcoating to develop a unique
U-shaped coater configuration for greater effi-
ciency, a 230-foot bridge between the two
plants to facilitate raw material delivery and pro-
duct shipments, a massive conveyance system,
automated packing for increased quality and the
capability to cut finished sizes on line. The
new plant will employ about 100 people.

Guardian’s European operations are head-
quartered in Dudelange, Luxembourg. 

24th float glass plant - Mexico
In a ceremony at the end of August 2003, in

El Marques, Mexico, Guardian Industries exec-
utives and government officials officially broke
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ground for what will be the
company’s 24th float glass
plant. The new plant, located
in the state of  Querétaro,
north of Mexico City, rep-
resents an investment of USD
120 million for Guardian. 

Guardian Glass Group
President Russell Ebeid, and
Managing Director of Latin
American Operations Mark
LaCasse, joined Mexico’s
Minister of the Economy Fer-
nando Canales, Querétaro
Governor Ignacio Loyola,
Querétaro Secretary of 
Sustainable Development
Leopoldo Mondragon and El
Marques Mayor Javier Mar-
tinez, at the ground-break-
ing ceremony. 

Scheduled to begin pro-
duction in the third quarter
of 2004, the facility will
employ approximately 300
people and produce 650 tons
daily of high quality float
glass for architectural and
automotive applications.
Indirectly, Guardian expects
the facility to generate more
than 1,000 additional jobs by

adding to its supplier and logistics base.
Guardian’s other Latin American locations

include float glass plants in Porto Real, Brazil,
and Maturin, Venezuela, and distribution facil-
ities in Veracruz, Mexico, Buenos Aires, Argenti-
na, and Cartagena, Colombia. 

FUTURE INVESTMENTS 
AND PRODUCTION

In the next two or three years Guardian
intends to concentrate its diversification and
new production mainly on coated glass, and a
very important investment, realized over the
past two and a half years, is also under way. 

Further investments may include new machin-
ery and technology and possible new branches
and production facilities.■
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